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Abstract

A frugal approach to construct speech corpora, specially for resource deficient languages, is to exploit collections of speech and corresponding text data available in audio books, news, lectures. However, using these resources for building speech corpora require an alignment of the long duration speech data with the accompanying text data. Existing techniques for automatic speech-text alignment of long audio files assume availability of a basic speech recognition engine and hence cannot be directly used for resource deficient languages. In this paper, we propose a novel technique for sentence level alignment of long speech-text data by exploiting the syllable information in speech and text data. The proposed technique does not depend on the availability of any speech recognition models and hence can be used for resource deficient languages.

Index Terms: speech-text alignment, long audio, resource deficient, speech corpus, syllable

1. Introduction

A typical speech corpus is a set of audio files and its associated transcriptions. The process of creating a speech corpus in any language is a laborious, expensive and time consuming process, which means several languages do not have a speech corpus available; especially when the language has no viable commercial speech recognition engine. Of late researchers have been working on creating speech corpora for resource deficient languages using online resources (for example, [1, 2]) and a smaller amount of additionally collected speech data [3]. The approach is frugal in all the three senses, namely, it is less expensive, less laborious and less time consuming to construct the speech corpus. Specifically for Indian languages, All India Radio [4] provides online access to archives of news in various Indian languages. Recently [1] shows that frugal speech corpus constructed using online resources is a promising approach for training acoustic models for a resource deficient language, for use in ASR.

An essential requirement for development of a speech corpus is the need to align speech and the corresponding text transcript to make it useful. Typically, speech-text alignment of utterances can be achieved through the forced alignment technique using the Viterbi algorithm [5]. However, online resources are available as long audio and text data. Viterbi algorithm fails for forced alignment of utterances longer than a few minutes, due to memory requirements. Long audio-text alignment techniques proposed in literature are generally based on recursive forced alignment [6, 5] or ASR based techniques [7, 8, 9, 10]. [11] suggests the use of silence and prosody cues to segment long audio into smaller segments, followed by forced alignment; while [12] proposes a modified Viterbi forced alignment algorithm to handle long audio. Both forced alignment and ASR based techniques assume the availability of acoustic models for that language. Thus, the existing techniques for automatic speech-text alignment of long audio files cannot be directly applied for alignment of speech data for resource deficient languages.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique to enable sentence level long speech-text alignment even when there are no acoustic models available for that speech-text language pair. The main idea is to use the knowledge of detected syllables in speech and its transcript 1 to perform automatic sentence level alignment. Our proposed technique to identify the paragraph and sentence boundaries uses measures like syllable count and inter-syllable duration. Since the technique does not require any speech recognition models. It can be directly applied to different (resource deficient) languages. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the problem and in Section 3 we discuss the speech syllable detection algorithm and the algorithm to mark paragraph and sentence boundaries. Section 4 discusses experimental results for sentence level alignment of Indian English and Hindi news, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

2. Sentence level alignment of Long Audio

Let a (t) for 0 < t < T be the audio resource (T is typically in order of minutes) and let Θ be the corresponding transcription. Let a (t) ⇔ Θ represent equivalence in terms of information content in some loose sense. Further assume that Θ is formatted in the sense of punctuations say paragraph, sentences, etc. The transcription Θ contains K paragraphs and S sentences. If \( P_k \) represent the \( k^{th} \) paragraph, then

\[
Θ = \bigcup_{k=1}^{K} P_k
\]  

(1)

Similarly, if \( P_k \) contains \( |P_k| \) sentences and \( S_{j}^{k} \) represents the \( j^{th} \) sentence of the \( k^{th} \) paragraph of Θ, then

\[
P_k = \bigcup_{i=1}^{|P_k|} S_{i}^{k}
\]  

(2)

Paragraph \( <P_k> \) and sentence \( <S_j> \) boundaries are clearly identifiable in Θ as newlines and punctuations annotated into sentence boundaries. We expect to identify these sentences and paragraphs in the speech data; so as to enable sentence level speech-text alignment and segmentation of long audio and transcripts.

1we use text and transcripts interchangeably in this paper.
This translates to identifying paragraph boundary intervals in a (t) such that
\[ a(I_{P_k}) \Leftrightarrow P_k \] (3)
where \( I_{P_k} \) is a time interval \((I_{P_k}^T, I_{P_k}^{-T})\) and \( 0 < I_{P_k}^T < I_{P_k}^{-T} < T \). Further, to identify sentence boundary in intervals \((I_{P_k}^S, I_{P_k}^{-S})\) such that
\[ a(I_{S_j}) \Leftrightarrow S_j^h \] (4)
where \( I_{S_j}^T \) is a time interval \((I_{S_j}^T, I_{S_j}^{-T})\) and \( 0 < I_{S_j}^T < I_{S_j}^{-T} < I_{S_j}^T < I_{S_j}^{-T} < T \).

3. Syllable based Approach

We describe a novel syllable based technique to perform sentence level alignment of a long duration speech file to its transcript. We first automatically identify the syllables in spoken audio and also mark the syllables present in the corresponding text transcript. Then we use information about the sequence of syllables in speech and text to mark paragraph and sentence boundaries in speech. We first discuss detection of syllables in speech.

3.1. Syllable Detection in Speech

The algorithm described in [13] is used to detect syllable nuclei in spoken speech. The syllables in spoken speech are detected in two steps:

Step 1. Identify the peaks in intensity (dB) that are preceded and followed by dips in intensity. Only those intensity peaks that are above a certain intensity threshold are marked as potential intensity peaks.

Step 2. Discard the intensity peaks that are unvoiced. The voiced intensity peaks are the syllable nuclei.

In Step 2 it is required to identify the voiced and unvoiced regions in the spoken speech. These regions were identified using the pitch contour calculated as discussed in [14]. Detection of syllable in speech being a crucial component in aligning long speech-text in our approach, the algorithm for syllable detection [13] was tested for its performance accuracy. Table 1 captures the performance in terms of the average percentage error in the number of syllables detected by the algorithm with respect to the actual number of syllables present in the speech. A total of 5(3) Indian English (Hindi) news samples, each of, 5(10) min duration was used. The actual number of syllables in English news was calculated from the news transcript using [15]. And the actual number of syllables in Hindi news was calculated from the news transcript using method discussed in [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of News Samples</th>
<th>Indian English</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration (min)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable Count Error (%)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Marking \(<P-> and \(<S-> Boundaries in Speech

In an ideal scenario when the number of syllables identified in the text \((N)\) are same as the syllables detected in the speech, then
\[ s(m) \Leftrightarrow t(m) \text{ for } 1 \leq m \leq N \] (5)
where \( s(m) \) is the \( m^{th} \) syllable detected in speech and \( t(m) \) is the \( m^{th} \) syllable in the text data. This results in a perfect speech-text alignment. However, as seen in Table 1 the detection of syllables in speech \((N_{sy})\) do not match the number of syllables in text \((N_{tx})\), namely, \( N_{sy} \neq N_{tx} \). Even if the overall number of syllables matched, namely, \( N_{sy} = N_{tx} \), it is not guaranteed that (5) is valid. In general, the \( m^{th} \) syllable detected in speech will in reality actually correspond to the \( n^{th} \) syllable in text, namely,
\[ s(m) \Leftrightarrow t(n), \] (6)
where, \( m = 1, \ldots, N_{sy} \) and \( n = 1, \ldots, N_{tx} \). Note that in order to identify the paragraph and sentence boundaries in speech which corresponds to the \(<P-> and \(<S-> boundaries in text, we need to identify specific syllables in speech which correspond to text syllables at these boundaries. To identify syllables in speech which correspond to paragraph and sentence boundaries, we use three different seemingly orthogonal criteria.

3.2.1. Inter-Syllable Duration (ISD)

Inter-Syllable duration (ISD) can be calculated from syllables identified in the speech data. The ISD for the \( m^{th} \) speech syllable is given as:
\[ ISD = (T_m - T_{m-1}) \] (7)
where \( T_m \) is time of occurrence of the \( m^{th} \) syllable and \( T_{m-1} \) is time of occurrence of the \((m-1)^{th}\) syllable in speech. Note that the ISD is a characteristic feature of a paragraph and a sentence boundary because these boundaries are generally preceded by a pause, when spoken, leading to a higher ISD. For example as shown in Fig. 1 the utterance \( "Now the weather forecast", \) which is usually spoken after the end of general news and before the weather news has a longish pause leading to a higher ISD than the ISD of the syllables within this utterance. We exploit this observation to align \(<P-> and \(<S-> \) boundaries. Fig. 2 is a histogram of the ISD for a news audio of 5 min duration. This news audio has 1258 detected syllables, distributed into bins, each of size 20 msec. It can be seen from the histogram that the number of syllables having higher ISD is smaller. It is not difficult to guess that these large valued ISD correspond to the paragraph. And as we keep moving to the left along the histogram, we come across syllables with ISD values corresponding to sentence boundaries. However, note that though it is expected that the higher ISD values (or long pauses) correspond to paragraph and sentence boundaries the top \((K+S)\) syllables with the highest ISD values in speech may not necessarily correspond to the actual \(K\) paragraph and \(S\) sentence boundaries. For instance, for the histogram in Fig. 2, 2 out of 8 paragraph boundaries did not map to the top 10 ISD values (or pauses) and 6 out of 35 sentence boundaries did not map to the top 35 ISD values (or pauses). Clearly, the ISD measure (and pauses) alone is not sufficient to mark sentence boundaries in speech. Therefore we further define two more constraints for the occurrence of the boundaries in speech. To define the first constraint, we use the correspondence between the syllables in a given segment of speech and its transcription. To define the second constraint we projected
Using this the syllable \((m \_ts)\) at the boundary of the \(k\text{th}\) paragraph in speech can be calculated as

\[
m_{tsk} = m_{tsk-1} + N_{ts}^k
\]

where, \(m_{tsk-1}\) is the syllable at the boundary of the \((k - 1)\text{th}\) paragraph in speech.

However, it is very unlikely that the \(n\text{th}\) syllable in text exactly matches the \(m\text{th}\) syllable in speech, so instead we define an interval \([a, b]\) for \(m_{tsk}\) such that

\[
[a, b] = [(m_{tsk} - \delta), (m_{tsk} + \delta)]
\]

where \(\delta\) provides the interval around \(m_{tsk}\), where the paragraph boundary might be present. In all our experiments to mark paragraph boundaries in speech we used

\[
\delta = \left\lfloor \frac{N_{ts}^k + \epsilon}{N_{ts}} \right\rfloor
\]

3.2.3. Time Interval (TI) for Occurrence of Speech Boundary

We discuss a method to translate a paragraph (or sentence) boundary from the text space to the time space of speech. If we consider speech of duration \(T\) and assume that the speech was spoken at a uniform rate, the average ISD would be

\[
\overline{TSD}_t = \frac{T}{N_{ts}}
\]

Using (13), we compute

\[
T_m = n \star \overline{TSD}_t
\]

where \(T_m\) is time of occurrence of the \(m\text{th}\) speech syllable, obtained using \(n\text{th}\) text syllable and \(TSD_t\). Accordingly, the time \((T_{m_{tsk}})\) of occurrence of the syllable at the boundary of the \(k\text{th}\) paragraph in speech can be approximated as

\[
T_{m_{tsk}} = T_{m_{tsk-1}} + (N_{ts}^k \star TSD_t)
\]

where \(T_{m_{tsk-1}}\) is the time of occurrence of syllable at the boundary of the \((k - 1)\text{th}\) paragraph in speech. And we define an interval \([T_a, T_b]\) around \(T_{m_{tsk}}\) such that

\[
[T_a, T_b] = [(T_{m_{tsk}} - T_\Delta), (T_{m_{tsk}} + T_\Delta)]
\]

where \(T_\Delta = \delta \star \overline{TSD}_t\) and \(\delta\) is calculated using (12).

3.3. Marking a Boundary in Speech

Given a long speech and the corresponding text data having \(K\) paragraphs, determine \(T, N_{ts}\) and \(N_{ts}\) and calculate \(r, \epsilon\) and \(TSD_t\). For all the speech syllables, calculate \(ISD\) using (7). Start with the first paragraph \((k = 1)\) and iterate following steps to mark the paragraph boundaries in speech:

Step 1 From text syllables, get the number of syllables \(N_{ts}^k\) for the \(k\text{th}\) paragraph. Calculate the speech syllable interval \([a, b]\) using (9), (10), (11) and (12). This interval is depicted as Criteria: SI in Fig. 3.

Step 2 Calculate time interval \([T_a, T_b]\) using (15) and (16). This interval is depicted as Criteria: TI in Fig. 3.

Step 3 From the speech syllables that lie in the union of intervals calculated in Step 1 and Step 2, mark the syllable that has the highest ISD value, as final paragraph boundary.

Step 4 Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until all paragraph boundaries are identified.

Once the boundaries of a paragraph are marked in speech, the boundaries of all the sentences in that paragraph can be marked using the same steps described above.
4. Experimental Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of our proposed technique, we used 2 hrs of Indian English news and 2 hrs of Hindi news available at [4]. The news is available as audio files of 10 min duration each; with its text transcription in a separate document. We used our algorithm described in Section 3.3 to mark paragraph and sentence boundaries in the speech files. The Indian English news contains 540 sentences and 103 paragraphs. 81% of the paragraph and sentence boundaries map to the top highest ISD values (or long pauses). However, with the Criteria: SI and Criteria: TI discussed in Section 3.2, our algorithm correctly identifies 97% of the paragraph and sentence boundaries in speech. Similarly, the Hindi news contains 670 sentences and 144 paragraphs. 74% of the paragraph and sentence boundaries map to the top highest ISD values (or long pauses). However, our algorithm correctly identifies 94% of these paragraph and sentence boundaries.

5. Conclusion

In order to build a speech corpus for resource deficient languages, people are using online speech and text data. However, to make this online resources useful it is required to align the long speech-text data. In this paper we proposed a novel technique based on syllable detection to align long speech-text data at sentence level. The idea is to map the boundaries corresponding to a paragraph and a sentence in the text data to the corresponding boundaries in the speech data. We first identified three different criteria and used the intervals derived from these three criteria to mark the final boundary in speech data corresponding to a paragraph and a sentence. These criteria overcome the errors made by techniques using silence or pauses to segment long audio into sentences. The proposed technique does not require any speech recognition models. For this reason, the approach can be directly applied to any (resource deficient) language.
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